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Swami:  Is everybody got confused?  Glen not got confused? 
 
Glen:  I’m not really confused. 
 
Swami:  Who got really confused?  (Franz’s phone rings) That’s 
Franz. That makes sense.  It’s nothing there anything to get confused.  
It’s going very systematic.  I know what you need.  By grace of Baba 
you’ll receive what you want.  But to divine different groups, it might 
make you feel little left out but don’t misunderstand. I know few 
people have little… that’s natural. Myuri? What’s wrong?  You 
already made your soul object.  You put in your thigh.  Just I did a 
huge hard work for you. Anyhow you’re staying here in the ashram, 
so I no need to put too much attention on you.  I can put attention on 
who is really going in a few days, couple days.  Frederike are you 
confused? 
 
Frederike:  I’m not confused Swami.   
 
Swami:  Not at all? 
 
Frederike:  Not yet. 
 
Swami:  Three things what I want to explain to you guys, before the 
Full Moon energy is hitting. Tonight it starts by midnight twelve 
o’clock and it ends after three nights later. I want to give some 
specific short-cut channels to connect Divine Soul. Three things with 
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the Baba I explained about his avadhut character, between the master 
between you, there is a huge wall that is fear. Fear of yourself, maybe 
you can’t get it. You might call little unworthy. A fear of process, 
maybe you really can do it or not, that process.  A fear of confused by 
seeing somebody’s life and you received their funny expressions of 
their funny lifestyles, and you’re drawn your attention on them, and 
you get in a huge panic looking at them, “This guy is almost since 
five years working and studying with Swami. Just I came here like 
twice or thrice. What is my position? Even he’s five years he can’t 
able to reach. I came only twice or thrice, how come I can able to 
reach and receive?” When you see his lifestyle, he’s happy and 
maybe he’s not happy and maybe he’s a little shaky… his soul is his 
soul - your soul is your soul.   
 
There is no any law, one hundred percent you have to wait for twelve 
years, you have to do the process for twelve years - there’s no law.  
You can do within twelve seconds, twelve minutes, twelve months, 
twelve years, twelve lifetimes. You know what I’m saying? How hard 
your soul, it depends between you and the master. You should really 
be careful this point. Whenever you’re taking somebody’s ideas it’s 
contagious. Their fear is contagious, you understand? If I took like 
fifteen people in the group, ten people will get success.  It means five 
people is a waste? Again it takes the wheel time for them to take off.  
It doesn’t mean that five people are not great. They’re eligible but it 
needs time.  
  
So you have to think only yourself and the Baba. When you started 
looking at others, that’s the super danger you can do in your life.  
You know what I’m saying? You can take positive things. You should 
not take… don’t suck unworthiness from them. Maybe they have 
terrible different blocks with their own masala they putted it. I told 
many times about one of the senior most student, about Philip. I’m 
not taking as a… I’m not blaming, he’s a great soul, but I have the 
right I can take a stick on him.   
 
He did a  Khandana Yoga what I told, “Cut the head, leave it like 
that, don’t let that nectar, that amrutham touch the hen and don’t 
even touch the amrutham.”  He cut it.  He’s in the middle of the 
process.  He knew he could do it - his over confidence.  He already 
done a few things so, “It’s ok, I’m able to do it.” And he took the 
nectar what from the Shiva lingam is bleeding, he took that and he 
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put it on the chicken head and he ate it. What I should do?  You know 
what I’m saying?  No chance. 
 
Every cosmic law… it’s a little interesting. It’s a kind of vaastu 
principles. It’s a cosmic soul principles is very funny and interesting.  
Before I’m coming here, few thoughts I pulled it, and I don’t know 
how to put it in a proper way. I played the music as much as I can 
hear it.  I’m serious.  Ok, it doesn’t work.  And again I stopped, doing 
some pranayama – done.  Where I am and what I need to push the 
button today to bring the energy, to make it everything to happen.   
 
So just I want to give little short-cuts. You might have pretty 
interesting amazing experiences with Baba and with Jesus Christ or 
right now the Shiva lingam is bleeding, is started. It’s started to 
pouring the nectar. Course every person need to get in Dwarkamai 
and taste this nectar and I’ll give like every thirty minutes break. 
Group by group you see how it keeps flowing from one place to a 
distance place. You can see with your eyes, witness it. You know 
what I’m saying?  Or somebody can just hold the Shiva lingam, like 
Clint. Just how it will keep flow, but we’re not ready to explain.  
Pretty good I can explain, but you’re not ready to explain to the globe 
how the formulas are really possible until you experience yourself.  
Then only, you can explain later on, takes pretty good time.  So for 
the moment, we’ll see.   
 
So what I’m going to give, the short-cut, everybody have paper and 
pen? Generally, what is the Baba’s bijakshras, guru bijakshras…  
Yesterday I explained about five elements – outer elements and inner 
elements.  I gave the skeleton frame.  In the Mahakali prayer, I gave 
ten letters ya ma ta raa ja bha na sa la gam namashivaya raksha.  (Swami 
puts the five sections of bijas on the board).  Take each one, what you 
need to do… I hope everybody have personal mantras, do you?  
Good everybody has.  So what you need to do: 
 
Process instructions:   
Om + ya+m + personal mantra + namashivaya raksha 
 
Same again, om + ma+m + personal mantra + namashivaya raksha.   
Go through all the bijas in each section like this 
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For any miracle, for any demonstrating of the healings, without five 
element’s energy you cannot do it.  Do you understand?  Without 
five element’s energy you cannot do it.  If you take the Sky Mantra, 
can you see anywhere in that prayer, you can see any of these 
bijakshras there?  (Swami had everyone go through the Sky Mantra to 
eliminate from that prayer all the bijas from the five sections that appear in 
the prayer.)     
 
1st section:  ya ma ta raa ja bha na sa la gam 
2nd section:  sa bha ra na ma ya va 
3rd section:  na ja bha ja ja raa 
4th section:  bha ra na bha bha ra va 
5th section:  ma sa ja sa ta ta ga 
 
How many groups?  Five.  Each one belongs to?  Mother Divine.  In 
the most head one is ya ma ta raa ja bha na sa la gam.  In Sri Chakra 
these are the bijakshra in the petals.  These are all the petals.  If you 
took any mantra, any prayer, without these bijakshras… if you take 
the Bible, Koran, Vedas, any prayers, these are the fundamentals.  This 
is the key points. You know what I’m saying? You take any 
religion… like belongs to Buddhism prayer, Koran prayers, whole 
Vedas took it, this is the key. Once if you know these five major 
things, once if you hit it ya ma ta raa ja bha na sa la gam, if you hit it 
(Swami continues again through all five sections)… it has to come as a 
group.   
 
This one, you cannot say each group belongs to one element. All 
elements will flow.  You understand?  You cannot say, for example, 
ya ma tha ra ja bha na sa la gam belongs to Earth Element, etc.  
Everything is in it.  But what I recommend, you should really know 
these bijakshras in your mind by heart.  Even midnight somebody 
wakes you up, you should tell the Mother Divine bijakshra petals.  
That’s number one what you need to know. 
 
When you’re here Guru Purnima, what you need to do favor to Guru 
Parampara you should learn this. So even the Sky Mantra is 
completely dummy after taking these petals out - that prayer is dead.  
Doesn’t make any sense without these bijas.  Even to the flow of the 
energy… even take the Gayatri Mantra, take Shakti Gayatri, take 
Earth Element prayer, take anything… without these letters you can’t 
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found any prayer.  Without these letters, any language any religion, 
you can’t find any prayer.  That’s the law. 
 
So don’t underestimate these bijakshras. So what you need to know, 
first I recommend today to you guys, take this first section ya ma ta 
raa ja bha na sa la gam; second section sa bha ra na ma ya va; third 
section na ja bha ja ja raa; fourth section bha ra na bha bha ra va; fifth 
section ma sa ja sa ta ta ga.  You should not miss any letter.  Once if it 
starts it has to flow.  This is the skeleton structure to make a great 
foundation to build whatever you want it.   
 
What I recommend… hope you have a lot of time.  Who is leaving 
from ashram in a few days?  Who is staying more than four days?  
Anyhow, ever if you’re in your country, what I recommend, take: 
  

Om ya+m + your personal mantra + namashivaya raksha 
 
Go through each bija in each section and chant each of these 108 
times per day.   
 
Today you need to complete when you’re here. Go through first 
group and second group 108 times as much as you can.  You need to 
digest that.  You got it?  By tomorrow night, whenever I ask you have 
to know all the skeleton frames in the flow.  You should not mix it.  
At least once if you hit it one element, one block, something you can 
experience the energy?  You understand Eric?  You know this?   
 
Eric:  Yes.  
 
Swami: So this is the first step.  Any questions? 
 
Myuri:  The na ja bha ja ja raa we learned it originally na ja bha ja ja ja 
raa.   
 
Swami:  No problem, take this way.  No make me confused. That’s 
why I pulled you here.  If you think bha ra na bha bha  there is two – na 
ja bha ja ja there is two – I cutted one.   
 
Eric:  So the order of the blocks is not important? 
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Swami: Not important, but in each block the flow is important.  
Myuri, she had a question like a na ja bha ja ja ja raa - I put it in Sri 
Chakra.  Here I made it na ja bha ja ja ra.  You, you’re worrying about 
one more ja?   
 
Myuri:  Yes. 
 
Swami: In Sri Chakra I put it three ja’s but I missed one bijakshra 
there on the head (blank petals at top)––sattva tamo rajas––I left one.  
The illusions I hitted there, I opened it, do you remember?   
 
Myuri:  Yes. 
 
Swami: That one, in the elements, just I need some specific gap to 
each person to one hit it.  Let me choose my own personal mantra for 
it.  So don’t get confused.   
 
Chinello:  Swami, you gave us the number of bijas to do each day but 
how many days to continue this process? 
 
Swami:  Keep go as much as you can.  In the first block, you hit it five 
letters – still five letters is there.  Do it tomorrow.  Until you complete 
one group, don’t go for second group.  Until you hit one group, don’t 
go for second group.  Whatever in the first group one letter, even in 
the second group is there, it’s completely different energy - you 
should be really careful.  Whenever you’re testing, whenever you’re 
experiencing, whenever certain things is asked to you, whenever you 
need to chant it, at the time, these bijaskshras it will helps. Without 
these bijakshras you cannot do anything. Experiencing the miracle 
energy, experiencing the divine illusion, without these bijakshras – 
zjero, just zjero.  
 
Why I filtered Yellow Scarf, Green Scarf, Elephant Group, Coconut 
Group, they’re doing different process.  I don’t want to make them to 
hear to get confused. So try to be careful and try to do… stop 
whatever you’re doing the prayers now, take these prayers and start 
by this evening as much as you can.   
 
Whenever you start chanting this, write down the symptoms.  This is 
most important what you need to recognize.  Your body will get heat 
– amazing heat. You feel little dizzy or super sleepy.  After one group 
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you’re ending you start to hear certain voices. Like you’re meditating, 
somebody calls, but nobody is there.  Somebody makes you, “Hi Tim, 
hello.”  Somebody knocking the door, but nobody is there.  I’m very 
serious.  Be very careful. And why I’m saying this? When you’re 
playing with element’s energy, it’ll make you to divert.  It won’t hurt 
you – zjero chance to hurt you.  But don’t chant when you’re driving 
the car - just do when you feel comfortable.   
 
And this is giving more power to your personal mantra. If you 
missed your personal mantra, if somebody knows you’re personal 
mantra, that’s pretty good danger. Again to rebuild that energy, it 
takes lot of time again to getting new personal mantra, again to chant 
all these things?  A fresh glass breaking it and again re-fixing it, you 
know what I’m saying?  Even your near friend, dear friend thick and 
thin, your wife, your children, your sisters – doesn’t matter, your 
personal mantra is your mantra. So it really protects and it really 
saves you. To your gurusthan, to your power spot here, whatever 
you’re charging - fifty percent automatically the energy it comes and 
takes cares it.   In the worst case what is the precautions?  
 
 Again, one more is really important symptoms, when you’re 
sleeping, if the cobras is really chasing you… you’re running and the 
cobras is chasing you - that’s a good symptoms. Or dreaming the 
cobras are biting - that’s a good symptoms.  Or dreaming somebody 
is beating you - it’s a good symptoms.  It’s true.  And if your personal 
mala breaks - it’s a good symptoms.  But whatever you’re using your 
mala, you should not lose it.  Never, ever lose it the rest of your life.  
Whatever you’re using chanting these prayers, even the beads got 
little old, it’s ok, keep it as much as you can. Don’t change again 
different malas. Stick with one mala what you did with this one.  You 
can keep somewhere again, different one, but whenever you want to 
do the healings… so these bijakshras are helpful forever and ever.   
 
And in case… there’s pretty good chance, you’re looking at Baba 
picture and you’re doing some prayers.  Just you’re looking at him, if 
it turns complete dark, you can’t see him, it’s not hypnotizing, it’s not 
hypnotizing there, but you’ll experience it - it’s ok.  It happens, don’t 
get nervous, absolutely don’t get nervous and whoever died in your 
friends or your family, and you need to go for the cremation or 
funerals, take your mala off and put in the car somewhere.  Go to the 
funeral.  Then after, that dress you wore there, don’t use anymore.  I 
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know it sounds little funny but that dress what you wear it’s not 
recommendable.   
 
Eric:  If you just go to the graveyard to visit? 
 
Swami:  To whom?  Chinello, he’s making me scared.   
 
Eric:  Swami, when I go for a walk sometimes I go to the graveyard.   
 
Swami:  You go to the graveyard to walk?  At least you can’t make 
them to sleep happily and peacefully? You’re going and disturbing 
them there?  Poor guys, ok.   
 
Chinello:  It’s tradition - some people do it. 
 
Swami:  Just go for walk?   
 
Michelle M.:  Some people go to visit and put flowers on the graves 
in our countries. 
 
Swami: You’re is different, but her story is different.  So you can go 
no problem, but to the funeral, to the dead body, whenever you’re 
looking, touching and putting the flowers directly to the dead body – 
no – no mala.  Even your power objects, anything – no.  You should 
take that out.  You’re thinking about your soul object? 
 
Myuri:  No, I’m thinking about if I was with somebody and they died 
at that moment when I had the mala on them. 
 
Swami:  On them? 
 
Myuri:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  What do you mean? 
 
Myuri:  I put my mala on my mother when she died to pray for her.  
I’m thinking it will send the blessings for her to have that energy. 
 
Swami:  Can you stand up?  It’s a little tricky question.   
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Myuri:  So my mother was dying and I put my mala on her to send 
her blessings, sending the good vibrations from my mala to her soul.   
 
Swami:  No way!  You should not put your mala. You have to throw 
it out.  It doesn’t matter if it’s your mother, your wife, your kids! 
 
Myuri:  Throw out my mala? 
 
Swami:  When you put that mala she died? 
 
Myuri:  She already died and then I put it. 
 
Swami:  No.  You should not use it, sorry.   
 
Christine S.:  What if you already took some power objects at a 
funeral, should we clean it somehow?   
 
Swami:  You can wash in Baba early morning abhishek water.  
Washing it.  Why I’m saying it? 
 
Student:  You said any dead body, does that include animals too? 
 
Swami:  No, only humans.   
 
Student:  What about our soul object? 
 
Swami:  You should take it off.  Somebody has it in their body, they 
swallowed or had it put in their body – it’s ok. But when you’re 
carrying on your physical body – no. Once a person who died, 
minimum nine days, that soul will be around. That’s a standard 
cosmic law.  Minimum nine days that spirit of that dead body will 
hang around that body.  Even if it was burned to ash, where it died, 
that place… For example, somebody died in the house.  They burned 
the body and threw the ashes in the mountain, in the bushes. That 
spirit, wherever it likes the place, it will be there for nine days.  After 
nine days later, it has to go. Minimum nine days, maximum some 
cases, it will stay couple thousand years. I’m serious, couple 
thousand years and hundred years, hundred fifty years. It won’t 
bother you.  It won’t make you to anything harm or torture, but it’ll 
stay it’s own place.  It won’t disturb that – it keep moving.   
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When I first time went to Germany, I don’t know where that place, 
Bibikor. I landed, I’m in the car - just I walked. I didn’t even enter in 
that hall.  I want to get back just I want to get back - no way.  And the 
guy, Ramakrishna, “What’s wrong to you? Are you crazy, everybody 
just came to see you!”  At the time I’m doing to removing any type of 
the spirits to giving free. That’s the process what I was doing.  
Extremely I was in the middle of the process.  What can I do?  Just 
I’m there and I’m in middle in it - thousand of spirits are there.  That 
night I slept, whole my soul vibrations is like three feet, four feet is 
shaking.  I’m not joking.  I’ll show you the healing capacity tomorrow 
when I’m giving the healing techniques. We’ll make a lottery for one 
or two persons then I’ll give the shaktipat. I’ll touch their 3rd eye and 
they’ll lose their consciousness. They’ll lose it. They can’t recognize 
you – it’s gone. Then take the soul out. You can switch one soul to 
different person and that person to another person.  I’m serious.  You 
can switch it.  So, that night I received whole the torture. Next day 
morning I told, “I’m extremely sorry, I have to go.”  I jumped.  Then 
again I went next visit to Austria, again different story - I made huge 
protection circles then I slept.  
 
In this Fort, this Fort is not ordinary Fort, this Fort is built in first 
century and Krishna Devaraya, he really made it huge! So when I 
came here in the beginning, it’s like a groups of soldiers who died.  
The spirit generally, how it comes, why it stays depends on few 
circumstances. Who really in the middle of their life, somebody shot 
them and killed them then they hang around. You know what I’m 
saying?  Taking by forcely the spirit to coming out, then the soul will 
stay.  Until they heal that soul, they’ll hang around. To healing a soul 
it’s not a joke.  One day in the globe, they’ll recognize on it. So it came 
like a huge groups coming from and going to the palace… Where is 
my swing now, a huge rock is there - like a huge forest. Just I’m 
chanting my prayers. It won’t disturb me I won’t disturb them. I took 
the permission from Baba.   
 
One day I did huge fire ceremony and I took that ash and I made it 
one night, completely putting it around and almost like couple 
thousand spirits to make them free. But there’s only one strong 
powerful spirit. They manifested almost eight, nine saints manifested 
strong Mother spirit and they put it to protecting of this Fort for a 
thousand years - the Krishna Devaraya for his Fort protection to any 
bad thing coming, she need to take care and need to inform him.   
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So still I’m pretty good struggling with her. Little shaky – keep 
moving.  But she’s not harming.  It’s not that easy any saint can enter 
and can take complete sleep, like one full moon to one full moon in 
this Fort. Even the Baba Fakkrudin in Penukonda, there’s a huge 
Samadhi there – I hope you heard about it.  If you went on the top of 
your apartment, you can see top of that mountain, one tree is there.  
You can see only one tree on the top of that mountain – straight 
south.  He meditated under that. That’s huge one mandir like ten 
times bigger than this under those rocks. He meditated under it. That 
guy he wanted to take Samadhi in the Fort but she didn’t allow him 
to stay in the Fort - she kicked him out.  He got Samadhi outside of 
the Fort. There’s different people they got Samadhi here, but the 
world will know very soon the famous saints’ samadhis are here in 
the Fort.  From our ashram to there, is a few minutes walk. 
 
So the bottom line is, when you’re chanting this, it looks like 
something is disturbing you, but it’s completely Shiva energy.  
There’s no chance any negative spirit can reach you and can come 
close.  You breath in, you breath out that air, you’re chanting it.  Once 
if that air goes away from your body, as far away as that air goes, 
there’s no chance a spirit can enter.  Do you know what I’m saying?  
Who feels little kind of hysteria, some people very smart they’re not 
hysteria. They’re suffering with some illusions, whatever the soul 
hittings.  Try to give them at least one block of these bijas.  Let them 
chant it.  If they don’t have any personal mantra, just give them as a 
personal mantra whatever you feel comfortable about Shirdi Baba. 
 
Om sai sri sai jai jai sai – give the 2 letters.  And another one, anata koti, 
Brahmha danayaka, raja diraja, yogi raja, parabhramham sri satchidananda 
samat satguru sainatha maharaj ki jai – that prayer, take any two letters 
and give to the person as a personal mantra.   
 
Glen:  Do we do first group of bijas 108 times today and second 
group of bijas tomorrow 108 times?  
 
Swami:  It’s up to your time, but the skeleton bijas you need to know 
by tomorrow. And another most important thing is, whenever 
tomorrow’s fire ceremony is running, try to take the first section 
group and chant that. Even though whatever fire ceremony keeps 
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running, chant that one.  You should not chant this without including 
your personal mantra.  Give the power to your personal mantra.   
 
Eric:  The order of the groups, is that important?   
 
Swami:  Order doesn’t matter but flow of the bijas in each group is 
important.  But I recommend to keep: ya ma tha ra ja bha na sa la gam 
that’s the head, you should do it.   
 
Irene (Egypt):  Swami, if we have two personal mantras do I have to 
do both of them? 
 
Swami:  Choose one.   
  
Imke:  The aim is to get darshan with Baba or Jesus or the Mother? 
 
Swami:  Just do it, then I’ll explain tomorrow, tonight, just start. I 
can’t promise… if I say Baba, he’ll say, “Bye-bye.”  If I say Ramana 
Maharshi, I can’t trust the illusion, just I want to do it.   
 
Aghni:  Why we shouldn’t do that with the mala, going to the 
funeral?  Does the spirit suck the energy from the mala?   
 
Swami:  Done, it’s over. 
 
Aghni:  So it’s empty, the mala? 
 
Swami:  I don’t want to scare – it’s empty and it’s not at all healthy. 
 
Aghni:  I wanted the mechanism. 
 
Swami:  It’s a depth, don’t get confuse.  You’ll get nervous. 
 
Doug:  I’ve gone to many funerals with my clothes and probably 
should take all those clothes what I remember and throw them… 
 
Swami:  One thing I told you when I came to your house.  I said, 
“Don’t use any of your furniture.”  I told it, do you remember?   
 
Doug:  Yes. 
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Swami:   Are you?  Why I said? 
 
Doug:  I’m stupid.   
 
Swami:  Wherever I go in his house, any furniture I feel… I’m not 
like that crazy, but I am crazy, “What is this energy? How did he 
receive?” It’s funny, completely funny. Doug, just get out all that 
furniture.  Be very simple.   
 
Myuri:  Should I burn my mala?  What should I do with it? 
 
Swami:  Yes, put it in the fire.   
 
Marianatha:  I’m still doing one of the JC mantras that can’t stop.  
What should I do? 
 
Swami:  You can stop during this time. I’m responsible. 
 
Eric:  So the Rudraksha Yoga process, we should stop that ash now? 
 
Swami:  For this three, four days, yes. What you need to hit it give 
me chance what I can do for you.   
 
Imke:  The Mother could be a possibility too, for this group? 
 
Swami:  No comment. You can hit Mother, you can hit Baba, you can 
hit Jesus or just maybe you can receive something amazing from me.  
Just never knows. Just go. You have your protection bag, jump in the 
water. 
 
Daniella:  Does it have to be a personal mantra you gave us or one I 
chose myself? 
 
Swami:  What I given, take that.  If you don’t have, I’ll give you. 
 
Student:  I’m chanting the 3rd Paramashiva Yoga mantra. Should I stop 
it to do this? 
 
Swami:  Listen! Don’t get confused! This few days stop everything 
when you’re in the ashram.  I’m responsible for that karma.  Ok?  JC, 
anything – just stop!  Do this. After you leave from here, again you 
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start your normal prayers, plus when you have the free time, do this 
too.  Clear?  Thank you! 
 
Mareena:  If you don’t experience anything when you’re doing this, 
does that mean you’re doing something wrong? 
 
Swami:  You will experience!  There’s no chance putting your hand in 
the fire not getting burning. That prayer is… with Mother Divine 
prayers, it’s a law, standard law – you will get experience no matter 
what. That’s why I told it, everybody you have to learn the Sri 
Chakra and JC Yantra.  So we’ll see.  Another thing is, after you do all 
five these groups of these Mother Divine bijakshras, you done 108 
times you completed, you’re free. You know all the mantras – 
sometimes… not sometime, there’s a huge chance you went to church 
or you’re in the temple, your lifestyle, your soul character changed in 
a very beautiful way, interesting way.  You’re not any more attached 
to for any crazy things. Your desires will come down. You’ll get 
pretty good sthiti… even somebody’s screaming.  Just if you went in 
the church, you want to sit and meditate. You know what I’m saying?  
It automatically makes you to be in the bliss.  Just you want to enjoy 
the silence to be in the bliss.   
 
Even someone’s around you going on talking, “Hey, what’s wrong 
with you? You’re very quiet and calm and just all the time you want 
to be in silence and peaceful, just what?” Even in the relationship 
your husband might ask, “What’s going on to you?”  Your actions, 
you won’t take anything like in a panic.  You know what I’m saying?  
You heard somebody got in an accident and they died. You take, 
“Oh, they died? Ok.” In the whole house they’re all in a panic, 
shaking, but you feel like, “Ok, I’m sorry.”  You won’t over react.  So 
that’s one of the major important thing you should really understand.  
It’s not anything wrong in you.  I’m telling in the beginning day, take 
it as a sport.  
 
And sometime when you’re in the deep sleep, whatever is going to 
happening… like maybe next week something is going to happen in 
the globe – big earthquakes or disasters or some friend is coming and 
going to get sick and he needs some help.  You’re getting like psychic 
and when you’re sleeping you’re getting the messages. You have no 
permission to talk, to tell - one hundred percent sealed. Just whatever 
happening, listen it, see it, “Ok.”  Listen it, see it.  Even if you know 
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it, don’t express it.  If you say, “I knew it,” that’s pretty good danger.  
You’ll know it – you will know it.  It’s a little… for awhile until 
you’re just that, whatever you’re starting to knowing it, you’ll feel a 
little painful, then you’ll get use to it.  Then you don’t care.  You’re 
totally flexible and comfortable.  You understand? 
 
And another thing, if the Mother came to you, you’re really doing the 
mantra like pushing, keep chanting and chanting and chanting.  If 
She appears or any conversation if you’re having it, I don’t want to 
say directly, but if I’m in your position simply I’ll ask, “Whatever She 
wants to use me, try to let Her use me in a good way.”  Whatever She 
likes it - don’t put a list.  You can, totally you have the complete right.  
Careful - She’s the person creating the desire in you. Try to make sure 
what desire you’re going to - there’s no any limit. Again you can 
make it a different concept. Your life should be an example for the 
globe.  And you should create some more lights.  Your life should not 
turn off with you. Your life should make more candles around you.  
You understand?   
 
When you’re starting today your process, after taking a shower and 
dinner, you start and sit, take the mala and start your process.  After 
tonight, later tomorrow, I’ll make few groups. We’ll give again 
different process in Dwarkamai when you’re holding the Shiva 
lingam getting the nectar. How many don’t have a power spot here?  
You don’t have power spot Willem?  You guys have any desire to 
make a power spot?  Eric can you help them to make power spot 
tomorrow.  So I want to wait and see, give me like morning sunrise 
time to give one more process to you guys to give the experience.  
Ok?  Good. 
 
Glen:  One more clarification, if the Mother comes to say, “Use me as 
you see fit?”  
 
Swami:  It’s up to you.  Already I gave little hints.  Ok?  So have a 
wonderful day and I hope you understand the concept, and keep 
doing as much as you can tonight.   
 

End of Talk 
 
 


